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“Performance is no longer a copy of reality, nor is it a fiction, as is the
case in theatre and film: it is reality itself. We are no longer dealing
with hypothetical imitation, since the spectator experiences a slice of
life that leaves no room for doubt. It is a performative act that takes place
in real time, which the audience cannot ignore. Unlike happenings,
which sought to ‘incite participation’, performance aims for the assimi-
lation of the ‘other’ through processes of identification.”
Gina Pane, “Actions”, 1965-19681
According to Gina Pane (1939-1990), the fact that performance art, as
it was practised in France in the late 1960s, was anchored in “reality”
set it apart from artistic media that continued to adopt a position of
exteriority, contemplation or imitation. Along with Michel Journiac
(1935-1995) and the art critic François Pluchart (1937-1988), Gina Pane
was one of the main exponents of the French body art movement
known as art corporel. This group, who endeavoured to make the body
an “artistic material”2, was part of the fast-developing international art
scene of the 1960s and 1970s, which also included other movements of
body art, performance art and happenings. Gina Pane saw perfor-
mance art as distinct from happenings, which were known at the time
for their participatory aspect, because performance involves processes of
“assimilation” and “identification”. Yet how can the body elicit a reac-
tion of assimilation and identification without involving participation?
What are the processes by which the staging of actions can penetrate this
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“reality” that the spectator “cannot ignore”, and what reality is it,
exactly?
In this paper, we will concentrate our analysis exclusively on per-
formance art of the 1970s in France, with the aim of shedding some light
on these artists’ and critics’ understanding of the meaning of the terms
“reality” and the “real”, with a special focus placed on documentation pro-
vided by the French art journal arTitudes, which was edited by François
Pluchart from 1971 to 19773 and offers a rich source of critical essays,
interviews, scripts and photographs of performances.4
A social critique of artistic abstraction: unveiling realities
For the protagonists of art corporel, revealing “reality” signified first and fore-
most using the body to present elements associated with the real and the
living, rather than with aesthetic values that had become institutionalised
and were presumed to be legitimate. This mobilisation of living matter
was set in opposition to an artistic language that was saturated with his-
tory, with the artists positioning their work as a “critical exercise”. As
François Pluchart explains, “Art has nothing to do with aesthetics. It is
a critical exercise and its effectiveness is all the greater because it directly
challenges the failings of society”5 (fig. 1).
Pluchart advocated a process of confronting the “failings of society” and
an increasing awareness of the inadequacies of the social system, while at
the same time arguing for a critical approach to aesthetics and, more
broadly, beauty. We can gain a clearer understanding of his stance by
exploring specific aspects of the intellectual history of these decades, par-
ticularly relating to French sociology of the period. Pluchart’s position
effectively involved an examination of the connections between aesthetic
values and class relations – an issue that was the subject of unprecedented
analysis in the field of sociology at the time.
Beginning in the second half of the 1960s, the French sociologist and
philosopher Pierre Bourdieu led a number of studies on culture and pu-
blic institutions that highlighted the underrepresentation of the “lower”
classes among museum visitors and the domination of the “upper” classes
in the production and control of “legitimate” cultural values.6 Bourdieu
argues that one of the underlying reasons for this dynamic is the
“autonomisation”, or increasing self-sufficiency, of avant-garde art
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production at that time, which he describes in his sociological report La
Distinction (1979) as an aesthetic process of detaching the “form”of artis-
tic representation from its “subject”:
“To assert the autonomy of production is to give primacy to that of
which the artist is master, i.e. form, manner, style, rather than the ‘sub-
ject’, the external referent, which involves subordination to functions
– even if only the most elementary one, that of representing, signi-
fying, saying something. It also means a refusal to recognise any neces-
sity other than that inscribed in the specific tradition of the artistic
discipline in question: the shift from an art that imitates nature to an
art that imitates art, deriving from its own history the exclusive source
of its experiments and even of its breaks with tradition.”7
1 François Pluchart, “Cézanne,
on s’en fout !”, arTitudes, No. 6,
April/May 1972, p. 1
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“Autonomisation” refers to the gradual loss of external referents and the
increasing importance of self-referentiality as a means of legitimising artis-
tic production. The underlying aesthetic values of this process are “dis-
interest”, “detachment”, “distance”and the “purity”of emotions. Bourdieu
describes the Kantian aesthetic of the judgement of taste in terms of a
notion of “pure taste”, which is independent of social class and based on
purely subjective and theoretical justifications. To illustrate his view, he
cites specific art movements, including the Nouveau Roman (“New
Novel”) movement and post-impressionist painting, which represent the
culmination of autonomous artistic values that no longer seek justifica-
tion in “nature”, but rather in art itself.
Another point advanced by Bourdieu is the idea that this self-referen-
tial approach to meaning involves a separation between categories con-
sidered culturally legitimate and others that are judged to be illegitimate.
Legitimate values, which are those considered to meet the requirements
of the process of autonomisation, are confined to the “higher strata” of
society and the dominant culture. At the other extreme, the “popular
aesthetic”, which is more concerned with function than form, becomes
disadvantaged by the emergence of autonomous artistic production: “It
is as if the ‘popular aesthetic’ […] were based on the affirmation of the con-
tinuity between art and life, which implies the subordination of form to
function.”8
In this way, the lower classes’ general disinterest in contemporary art,
as confirmed by numerous studies of museum-goers conducted during this
period, is a result of the dissociation of avant-garde art from “life”.
This radical critique of the increasing autonomy of the “legitimate
aesthetic” serves as a point of connection between these theories and the
discourse of members of art corporel. As we have described, these artists
called for a radical break with aesthetics as well as a renewal of the con-
nection between art and life: “We may now have reached the zero degree
of aesthetics and the problem is no longer the notion of beauty, but life
itself ”, Michel Journiac declared.9
The correlation between this aesthetic of “the living” and “popular”
values was at times specifically referred to by practitioners of body art,
as, for example, when the artist’s position was defended as being that of
a child of the “cultural proletariat”.10 Art corporel thus identified itself as
a critical exercise directed at culture as it was defined by sociologists at the
time: a value system caught up in power struggles between the social
classes. By stressing the “continuity between art and life”, Journiac called
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for a direct and fundamental alliance between art and the fields of life
sciences and social sciences, in which the “body” and the “real” served as
vehicles to express his “sermon” to “the living”. In these artists’work, the
body is presented as the receptacle of sociological mechanisms – more
specifically, as the carrier of the habitus, a term that Bourdieu describes
in this way:
“Taste, a class culture turned into nature, that is, embodied, helps to
shape the class body. It is an incorporated principle of classification
that governs all forms of incorporation, choosing and modifying every-
thing that the body ingests and digests and assimilates, physiologically
and psychologically.”11
According to Bourdieu, the body is fully integrated into social space
and inextricably linked to class structure. This view of the ultimate corpo-
reality of social processes formulated in La Distinction is an indication that
deterministic theories were not far from the surface in both sociological
thought and the art world at that time. The idea that the body is a product
sculpted by social conditioning is omnipresent in art corporel: François
Pluchart, for example, describes the body as a “receptacle of sociological
data”.12 At the same time, his statements and those of the artists who sup-
ported him maintain that the body also possesses an unpredictable nature,
which tends to place it outside the social realm. It is within this oscillation
between a radically innovative and a ritualised view of the body that we will
observe the development of their practices and discourse.
Immediacy and biological impulses: sudden manifestations of the real
“Culture in survival mode, the universal whore who can tolerate all the
games, capable of entrapping all experimentation with the sticky saliva
of its words, cannot accept that its underlying language is called into
question when the body and the real suddenly emerge.”13
Michel Journiac’s radical rhetoric vehemently denounces the esta-
blished social, political, cultural and artistic order, according to which body
art was deemed unacceptable. But from the perspective of this art move-
ment, it was culture – in its institutionalised form – that appeared to fail
the various art practices, notably by merely juxtaposing them without
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making any attempt to differentiate them or define a hierarchy. Body
art challenged this tolerance by reaching beyond all the previously
accepted forms of artistic expression. Through its inventiveness and via
the explosion of new art practices in the social arena, it sought to breathe
new life into culture. Its effectiveness in doing this hinges on the abrupt-
ness, even brutality, of the body’s presence in actions. François Pluchart
describes the type of “discourse” that accompanies corporeal perform-
ance in this way: “The body expresses a discourse, but it is a discourse
that immediately takes into account the action of the shapes, colours
and discontinuities in the space.”14
From Pluchart’s critical viewpoint, the “discourse”of the body thus has
a remarkable ability to assess shapes, colours and spaces “immediately”,
that is, without mediation, which is very different from media that utilises
language. The “immediacy” of bodily expression stems from the direct-
ness and spontaneity of the performances and their ephemeral nature:
actions are original events that take place in the here and now and can-
not be repeated.
The “language” of the body referred to by François Pluchart relates to
the progression of the performance over time – a temporality from which
we cannot escape, which Gina Pane also alludes to when she says that the
audience “cannot ignore” the artistic act. There is a kind of restrictive
brutality in such a solicitation of the “real”, as seen in the role played by
flesh in this type of action. Organic matter – skin, blood and flesh – was
regularly utilised in the most tangible way possible. Flesh is also an impor-
tant component of the documentation of these events, particularly in pho-
tographs featuring naked skin, body fluids and live tissue. We are reminded
of Gina Pane’s expression “a slice of life”: the “real” is associated with
“living things”, expressed in the cutting of flesh, revealing its rawest and
most primal form. Pane frequently used the act of self-cutting in her work,
as recorded in photographs taken by her associate Françoise Masson. We
are familiar with the photographs of Azione Sentimentale (Sentimental Action),
taken in 1973 at the Diagramma Gallery in Milan, in which we see Pane’s
forearm encrusted with a line of rose thorns (fig. 2 and 3), as well as those
of Psyché, which she performed in 1974 at the Stadler Gallery in Paris,
which show small incisions made by a razor blade on the artist’s eyelids and
around her navel (fig. 4). The image of blood forming tiny pearls on the
surface of her skin is one of the most arresting aspects of Gina Pane’s per-
formances and the resulting photographs.
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2 “Langage plastique de Gina Pane”, arTitudes
international, No. 6-8, December 1973-March 1974,
p. 47 (Gina Pane : Azione sentimentale, galerie
Diagramma)
3 “Dossier Gina Pane”, arTitudes International,
No. 15-17, October-December 1974, p. 33 (Azione
sentimentale, galerie Diagramma, Milan, 1973)
4 François Pluchart, “L’art corporel”, arTitudes
international, No. 18-20, Januar-March 1975, (Gina
Pane : Two reports of the action Psyché (test),
galerie Stadler), p. 67
2 3
4
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The use of body fluids was far less frequent in the work of Michel Journiac,
although they played a key role in a memorable performance entitled
Messe pour un corps (Mass for a Body), which was performed at the Daniel
Templon Gallery in Paris in 1969. In this work, he enacted a pseudo-reli-
gious service at which he served the audience a sausage made from his
own blood (fig. 5 and 6). One of the photographs of this work, entitled
First stage in the preparation of the human blood sausage, which was published
in arTitudes in 1974, shows the artist reclining with a tourniquet applied
to his forearm, while a syringe held by an anonymous person draws his
blood (fig. 7). Indeed, references to “flesh”, “meat”, “genitals” and “blood”
appear very regularly in the artist’s discourse: he wrote that “the creator is,
above all, a piece of meat who dares to question himself and say NO”.15 But
the outstanding feature of this “piece of meat” is its ability to say “no”.
Negation is a theme that runs through Journiac’s writings: the creator is
identified as an organic substance that is liberated from its physical condition
by its power of resistance. This act of rebellion is undertaken for the sake
of the body against the constraints imposed on it by society. On this sub-
ject, François Pluchart comments on the work of Gina Pane:
5 Michel Journiac, “Les rituels corporels”, arTitudes international, No. 6-8,
December 1973-March 1974, p. 29 (Mass for a Body, 6 November 1969,
galerie Daniel Templon)
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6 Michel Journiac, “De la censure
à la révolution culturelle”, arTitudes,
No. 5, March 1972 (Journiac,
Mass for a Body, 1970 – detail)
7 François Pluchart, “L’art corporel”, arTitudes international, No. 18-20,
Januar-March 1975, p. 75 (Michel Journiac, First stage in the preparation of
the human blood sausage, 1969, galerie Stadler)
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“This demonstration of aggression, which was so intense as to be, at
times, unbearable, made an invaluable contribution to body art and
to the art of Gina Pane, whose works are some of the most open and
accessible of this movement due to the fact that they originate from bio-
logical facts and impulses.”16
Pluchart’s way of describing the “carnal aggression” expressed in Gina
Pane’s work is particularly interesting when it is associated with the notion
of “biological facts”. The raw, brutal presence of bodily matter is self-
evident – it is impulsive and its presence demands immediate attention,
in the sense that the sight of blood can instantly provoke a reaction of
fear or disgust.
As has been pointed out by the American philosopher Judith Butler
(among others), such an interpretation could be seen as an attempt to
naturalise or essentialise the body’s physicality, as though the functions
and significations of the body could be explained by purely physiologi-
cal mechanisms.17 The essential attributes of the work are those which can-
not be reproduced; they exist only in the here and now. The way in
which the work comes into being and the impulse behind it imply a
process of emergence that is impossible to anticipate or predict. Viewed
in this way, the event takes place without precedent or prior existence:
it is original.
The high value placed on the originality of ephemeral events and the
irreducible nature of flesh, which we can qualify as an “ontological” con-
ception, differentiates art corporel from other movements of this period. But
it is not only the presence of the artist that was considered to be real in
performances, it is also the artist’s relationship with spectators and their
reactions, and even the role of photographs and other documentation of
events. While these artists and critics asserted their belief in the signify-
ing primacy of the physical body, their reasoning and practices were also
based on processes of hybridisation and transformation. In the view of Gina
Pane and François Pluchart, the immediacy of the intended effect of
these works did not function independently of social forces.
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From the real body to bodily reality: the rituality of flesh and the performa-
tivity of matter
“The body comes first – it appears with blood and clothing.”18
This statement by Michel Journiac suggests that “blood” and “clothing”
appear simultaneously with the body, implying that organic matter has no
previous existence, even if it is already, and invariably, imbued with signi-
fiers. In this way, two temporalities can coexist within corporeality: the sud-
den emergence of organic matter and the slower rituality of social life.
According to Journiac’s succinct formulation, bodily signification is
not determined by a single factor; on the contrary, it is defined by its
hybridity. The artists did not only utilise the materiality of their bodies,
but their actions played out the relationship between this materiality and
the human, cultural and political constructions that surround it.
Indeed, the exploration of feelings is an important element in defining
these actions: the reactions of spectators and the emotions expressed by
the artists often provoked violent criticism. “It is, nonetheless, precisely
in his flesh that man can live, suffer and find pleasure”, writes François
Pluchart, “and it is through his flesh that he perceives society and other
people, who accept, tolerate or reject him.”19 The critic links flesh and sen-
sations (“suffering” and “pleasure”), our perception of “society” and
“other people” and their judgements (“tolerance” and “rejection”). The
power of the corporeal is therefore formed within a social relationship that
already exists and is an inseparable part of its materiality; the signifiers of
flesh and its primal appearance are always interconnected, locked into
the relationship between the self and others.
Transformation
Art corporel can be seen as an enactment of this relational definition of
organic matter. In his Messe pour un corps, Michel Journiac transferred his
own body fluids into other people’s bodies, transforming the actual com-
position of their bodily matter. In the work of Gina Pane, the organic trans-
formation of the “other” and by the “other” was carried out in a less
tangible way, involving a process of identification that is empathetic and
specular. In the works we have studied, we can therefore see that these
artists focused on two different modes of transformation.
In Journiac’s words, his Messe pour un corps is a “communion using
human blood”.20 This work imitates the Eucharist, but does away with
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the sacrament of transubstantiation, in the sense that the substances acti-
vated by the artist did not need to be transformed in order to become his
own body or blood: they were already a direct product of his body. During
this communion service reduced to a digestive act, the actual substance
of his body – his flesh and tissues – was transferred into the spectators’
bodies, as though enacting the most literal interpretation possible of
Christ’s affirmation “This is my Body”. The performance was structured
around this organic transfer during which the artist offered himself up
as food, while the spectators ingested, digested and assimilated his blood
– a process by which the spectators’ own physical makeup was altered, or
fabricated, by that which they ingested.
Michel Journiac’s strategy also plays on its similarity with a cookbook
recipe: in addition to the raw and provocative presence of organic mat-
ter, the artist takes an ironic poke at processes of social ritualisation. He
celebrates a “sociological fact” that contains references to a religious
ritual (mass) as well as anthropology (cooking recipes). This work clearly
suggests that individual flesh is always previously defined, and informed,
by rituality and collective experience.
Gina Pane also made frequent reference to this ritualisation that is inte-
gral to human corporeality. She writes:
“My experiments on myself demonstrate that the ‘body’ is informed
and fashioned by society: their aim is to demystify the common image
of the ‘body’ experienced as a bastion of our individuality in order to
project it into its essential reality, with the function of social mediation.”21
“Essential” reality is not a source of signification in its own right, nor
does it originate in individual experience, but is, rather, grounded in the
collective experience, in connections that develop between individuali-
ties. Gina Pane was interested in the way in which society influences and
moulds corporeal existence, using the term “reality” to describe this
process. The strategies she utilised to stage her actions nonetheless differ
from those we have described in the work of Michel Journiac and imply
different modes of corporeal transformation.
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Openness
Body fluids and blood are recurring elements in the photographs of Gina
Pane. Many of her actions included sequences in which she inflicted
small wounds on herself, often drawing blood. She describes this practice
of cutting herself as a process of opening up:
“If I open my body so that you can see your blood in it, it is for the
love of you: the ‘other’.”22
This statement is based on a contradiction: it is “your” blood that you see
in “my”body. The “you” is the “other”, which, in the context of actions,
refers to the spectators. The twisting of meaning here entails a reversal of
viewpoints: as the spectators watch the artist’s body, they find that they
have become the subject of their own gaze.
As in Michel Journiac’s work, corporeality is understood as something
common and shared: body fluids and other substances from one body
can belong to other individuals. However, in Gina Pane’s work, the
mobilisation of body fluids is consistent with a move towards “open-
ness”: she instigates communion without displacing matter – simply by
opening it up, making it visible. The piercing of the surface of her body
alone serves as the vector for stimulating awareness: the injury opens up
an opportunity in which the “other” can observe and recognise himself,
as though reflected in a mirror. Unlike Michel Journiac’s approach in
Messe pour un corps, Gina Pane evokes empathy without relying on dis-
placement, simply by opening up her bodily envelope and exposing her
flesh. Her body thus receives that of the spectator by reflecting his image
back to him, and the wounds she inflicts on herself set up a process of spe-
cular identification. Her wounds are justified by her desire for the “other”
to identify with the action through the medium of her body fluids. This
is the process of the “assimilation”of the “other” that she mentions in the
introductory quotation to this paper. It is also for this reason that per-
formance art differs from happenings, since performance is not con-
cerned with the physical involvement of the spectator, but rather with
displacing the referential meaning of his physical presence. In contrast
with Michel Journiac’s actions, Gina Pane does not enact a transfer of
physical matter or an organic intervention. The transference and identi-
fication of the self with the “other” operate through perception and
presence, through watching the event and bearing witness to it. This
experience, however, cannot be equated with the presumed exteriority
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of more traditional art forms. Blood plays an active role in corporeal rea-
lity inasmuch as it is seen, watched and observed, and others can relate to
it. The subtlety of Gina Pane’s statement lies in her claim that the “other”
(his viewpoint and his projections) was already a part of her (her body flu-
ids and her physical sensations) prior to opening up her body, and prior to
their meeting. She did not activate a decentring, or depersonalisation, of the
viewer, nor inspire his compassion – she simply used her action to highlight
the fact that the viewer exists and is an operative force.
Another important aspect of this methodology is the vulnerability the
artist exposed to the audience. One thinks of the photographs of her
action entitled Je (Bruges, 11 August 1972), in which she is shown perched
precariously on the window-ledge of an apartment, while in the fore-
ground of the image spectators gather in the street below to watch her
(fig. 8a). A photograph taken from the kitchen of the apartment shows
8a Gina Pane, “Je”, arTitudes
international, No. 1, October-
November 1972, p. 16 (Parts of
Gina Pane’s action Je, 11 August
1972, Bruges)
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the artist through the window facing the camera as the residents of the
apartment are seated at a table, going about their business and ignoring
her presence (fig. 8b). Here, she offers herself up to the spectators’ gaze
in a situation of danger, in a space she describes as being “between two
zones”,23 a place where danger intervenes. This sense of vulnerability
that generates social bonds is of fundamental importance in her work:
“When I injure myself, I destroy a mythical, or allegorical, attitude by
directly associating an emotional fact that relives an experienced real-
ity –‘pain’ – with an emotional and psychological reality, creating a
fundamental connection.”24
By destroying myths, the artist draws attention to, and deconstructs, rit-
ualised social habits and habitus. Gina Pane does not pinpoint a specific
subject that she addresses, but rather mentions themes such as femini-
nity, nutrition and nature. Pain serves to evoke “experienced reality”,
that is, to reiterate the underlying physical, emotional and psychological
aspects of the rituals tied up with these themes. The representation of
8b Idem
(detail)
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“injury” creates the reality of bodily suffering: it is within this reality that
the relationship with the “other” can be expressed and experienced.
Gina Pane’s physical suffering has been a source of fascination ever
since the 1960s and has generated considerable discussion, initiated par-
ticularly by François Pluchart. Pluchart places considerable emphasis on
the communicative properties of pain:
“Gina Pane does not give the viewer any peace. She breaks down his
indifference and hostility, channels his revulsion and inhabits his fear.
[…] The more the artist senses aversion, hostility or scepticism around
her, the more violence she inflicts upon herself, pushing herself to her
limits.”25
Pluchart stresses that such practices imply a form of masochism and self-
mutilation, although his comments on this subject go further than state-
ments by the artist herself, for whom pain had no value in itself. For her,
the only significance of pain was as a component of the work:
“If my performance lasts forty to fifty minutes, there are maybe two or
three minutes of pain, but there are other things involved than pain
of the body. […] In my work there is no actual self-mutilation. The
body heals.”26
In addition to the fact that Gina Pane exercised great caution in her
actions,27 she explains here that she was just as interested in the healing
process as the cutting; her work focused not only on the production of
the wound, but also on the healing process that took place after the per-
formance. In this way, her process can be seen to follow a continuous
loop: the act of closure is already present as a potential force at the moment
of “opening”, in exactly the same way as the community is already incor-
porated into her flesh. The body’s capacity to heal is an intrinsic part of
its reality, as is its capacity to be wounded. This approach is radically dif-
ferent from that of other performing artists of the period, such as, for
example, Hermann Nitsch (a member of the Viennese Actionists), who
expressed a desire to stage highly sensational performances with an inte-
rest in cruelty and violence.
The apparent sense of detachment produced by Gina Pane’s highly-con-
trolled performances has the effect of projecting their motivation and
ambitions beyond the here and now. In a sense, the time frame in which
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the work takes place has already begun prior to “real” time, and the “real-
ity” of her body lies beyond its presence during the experience of pain.
In order for healing to occur, the body must evolve over a period of time
that is longer than the duration of the action. Moreover, the fact that the
blood of the “other” is incorporated in her body implies that their
encounter has taken place in a different space and time from the action.
This process fully anticipates the duration of repetition: it implies a con-
cept of time that is not single, but plural; a time composed of memory
(the artist’s blood is a reminder that the spectator’s presence exists already)
and projection (her body is transformed through scarring). This tempo-
rality is diametrically opposed to Michel Journiac’s conception of a sud-
den, original event in which the body and reality emerge as autonomous
and unpredictable. By contrast, the effectiveness of Gina Pane’s approach
lies in the way in which she incorporates a process that is the opposite of
self-definition in the here and now and which is consistent with the per-
formativity of matter itself. This process is fuelled by a form of alterity (the
presence of the “other” is essential to the execution of the work) and is
constructed within a certain historical authenticity, as her body actualises
the memory of a collective experience and represents the extended effect
of transformation over time.
Conclusion
The methodology developed by Michel Journiac is based on a compara-
tively linear temporality, consisting of a beginning – the extraction of
fluids from his own body – and an end, at which these fluids are trans-
ferred into other bodies. The “reality” of the body, which is conditioned
by this temporality, is expressed in the transformation that has tangibly
affected and altered the bodies of the spectators. The form of represen-
tation he proposed is clearly detached from any “mimetic” function, since
this particular “reality” could only be transmitted via the actualised sen-
sory response of viewers during the event. On the other hand, the “real-
ity” Gina Pane sought to evoke, which involves repetition and the
recording of experience, resides in processes that transcend her own bod-
ily presence and that of the audience, and which existed prior to the
“reality” of the action and outlast it. Rather than accomplishing a literal
communion of body and blood through flesh, this performative dimen-
sion of her work establishes the conditions for the possible realisation of
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this communion: opening up and identification. The performativity of
her approach empowers us to fully identify with it beyond the temporal
limits of the event.
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